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Abstract—As humans advance toward a higher level of artifi-
cial intelligence, it is always at the cost of escalating computa-
tional resource consumption, which requires developing novel so-
lutions to meet the exponential growth of AI computing demand.
Neuromorphic hardware takes inspiration from how the brain
processes information and promises energy-efficient computing of
AI workloads. Despite its potential, neuromorphic hardware has
not found its way into commercial AI data centers. In this article,
we try to analyze the underlying reasons for this and derive
requirements and guidelines to promote neuromorphic systems
for efficient and sustainable cloud computing: We first review
currently available neuromorphic hardware systems and collect
examples where neuromorphic solutions excel conventional AI
processing on CPUs and GPUs. Next, we identify applications,
models and algorithms which are commonly deployed in AI
data centers as further directions for neuromorphic algorithms
research. Last, we derive requirements and best practices for the
hardware and software integration of neuromorphic systems into
data centers. With this article, we hope to increase awareness of
the challenges of integrating neuromorphic hardware into data
centers and to guide the community to enable sustainable and
energy-efficient AI at scale.

Index Terms—neuromorphic hardware, cloud computing, ar-
tificial intelligence, data center, sustainable computing

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Data centers, serving as the hub for computers and equip-
ment necessary to manage and store vast amounts of data,
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play a crucial role in deploying and maintaining AI systems,
especially given the exponential growth in demand for AI
computing models [1]. However, advances in traditional com-
puters (CPU, GPU, TPU) have not kept pace with this growing
demand. There is thus an urgent need for innovative solutions
across hardware, software, and algorithms to ensure efficient,
high-throughput, and sustainable AI in data centers [2].

Among potential candidates, neuromorphic computing in-
spired by the human brain is emerging as a promising approach
to address these challenges with the feature of energy-efficient
parallel processing [3], [4]. Neuromorphic computing aims to
design and build computer systems including hardware and
software that can perform cognitive tasks more efficiently by
emulating how neurons and synapses work in the brain. Neuro-
morphic systems incorporate the concept of synaptic plasticity,
allowing synapses between spiking neurons to change and
adapt based on the input patterns. This work addresses the
integration of neuromorphic hardware into data centers for
sustainable AI.

B. Sustainable AI

Data centers have a tremendous energy demand. Whilst the
estimates vary over the order of a magnitude, their median
global electricity demand was 300 TWh/a in 2020 and almost
tripled by 2030 [5].

For a long period, just the energy demand as part of the
environmental impact was in focus [1], [6]. However, the
term ”sustainable AI” describes the creation and application
of AI technologies that prioritize long-term viability, social
responsibility, and reducing environmental impact. As these
applications spread across various industries, there’s a rising
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awareness of the necessity to address ethical and environmen-
tal issues related to AI development and implementation.

Following the Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG)
structure of financial ratings, we highlight the following impact
points for sustainable AI:

• Environment: 1) Materials, water, land, refrigerants, and
energy (through greenhouse gases) needed during the
server and data center life cycles - including embodied
carbon dioxide; 2) Computing demand for AI training
and inference computations

• Social: 1) Gathering (and labeling) of unbiased, racist-
free training data embracing human rights; 2) Trans-
parency and explainability of algorithms; 3) Potential pos-
itive impact on society by well-designed AI applications

• Governance: 1) Data security; 2) Data and service avail-
ability with shifting context, data sets, and model fea-
tures; 3) Virtualisation and load balancing for operation
optimization; 4) Economic feasibility

We would like to highlight that the embodied carbon dioxide
in IT hardware can be more than half of the total carbon
footprint of this hardware’s life cycle [7]. Yet, in this article,
we focus on reducing the energy demand for AI processing in
data centers by deploying neuromorphic computing hardware
and algorithms.

C. Related work

This work addresses a closely related issue to the task
explored in [8], which involves integrating diverse emerging
hardware systems, including neuromorphic systems (NC), into
a unified computational environment. The authors of [9]
emphasize the significance of computational environments,
covering conventional digital computing (DC) systems based
on the von Neumann architecture and synchronous logical
processing, alongside traditional distributed computing. They
define NC as event-based systems with a distinct interface,
wherein the structure and function either emulate or sim-
ulate the neuronal dynamics of brains, particularly somas,
and occasionally synapses, dendrites, and axons, typically
represented in the form of Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs).
The study highlights the interconnection between the two types
of hardware, DC and NC, establishing a microservice-based
conceptual framework for integrating neuromorphic systems,
featuring a neuromorphic-system proxy.
In contrast to the approach in [9], we are currently placing a
greater emphasis on promoting the adoption of neuromorphic
systems for typical AI tasks within data centers, with the
aim of optimizing efficiency in cloud computing. This shift
in focus directs our attention away from the generation and
decoding aspects and principles in hardware associated with
event processing.

Recently, significant progress has been made in neuromor-
phic computing, particularly in the realm of SNNs. In [4]
the authors highlighted the challenges that must be overcome
within this field to fully leverage the potential of efficient AI
computing. The demands placed on SNN accelerators have
witnessed notable transformations, especially in the design

of large-scale systems capable of effectively leveraging the
essential features of SNN algorithms. The authors emphasized
the design principles of neuromorphic hardware architectures,
drawing inspiration from two core tenets of SNNs: (i) event-
driven sparse computations and (ii) efficient and parallel
matrix operations. A comparison between these neuromorphic
hardware architectures and the standard architectures for Arti-
ficial Neural Networks (ANNs) revealed the proficiency of the
standard architectures in matrix operations but their shortfall
in exploiting the temporal sparsity inherent in SNNs.

Similar to this work, [10] discusses the potential of neu-
romorphic hardware for energy-efficient and green AI com-
puting. The approach is showcased with the Novena chip
from Singapore. The complete eco-system for deploying the
chip is discussed, including algorithms, software, middleware,
and system integration. Instead, our work analyses the current
neuromorphic computing landscape as well as the potential
and challenges for the integration of NC into mainstream AI
data centers.

D. Outline

This paper considers key participants in the neuromorphic
systems field, including both commercial entities and major
academic contributors, in the context of AI data centers and
broader solutions. We present a detailed analysis of these
systems and highlight the importance of hardware and soft-
ware integration. The paper showcases the need for a holistic
perspective by comparing neuromorphic to conventional ap-
proaches for AI processing.

Furthermore, it identifies common AI tasks in data centers
and serves as a valuable reference for researchers investigating
the development of neuromorphic algorithms. Fundamentally,
the overall goal of this initiative is to improve the sustainability
of data centers.

II. NEUROMORPHIC HARDWARE PLAYERS

The neuromorphic field currently has a wide diversity of
hardware platforms implemented and deployed at different
scales aiming to cover applications that range from low-
power embedded sensing intelligence [11], [12] to green cloud
services [13], [14]. Such diversity can be observed via the
different board levels in Fig. 1, which presents neuromorphic
chips assembled in application boards with PCIe or Ethernet,
and in server boards including high-speed links to assemble
complex infrastructures to maintain real-time requirements.
This section provides a broad overview of some of those neu-
romorphic platforms with special emphasis on those reaching
data center levels.

A. Methodology

As the term “neuromorphic” is used for various kinds of
hardware methodologies, we briefly provide a taxonomy of
“neuromorphic systems” in this paper. We consider spike-
based and event-based hardware systems in all kinds of
implementation approaches (analog, mixed-signal, digital, or
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF ESTABLISHED NEUROMORPHIC SYSTEMS FROM INDUSTRY AND ACADEMIA

System Developer Technology System size Neurons/chip Synapses/chip Training Has CPU Framework
SNP T1 Innatera Mixed (28nm) Edge 1K - × ✓ Talamo
Speck SynSense Digital (65nm) Edge 320K - × × Sinabs
Xylo SynSense Digital (40nm) Edge 1K 64K × × Rockpool
DYNAP-SE2 SynSense Mixed (180nm) Edge 1K 65K ✓ × Rockpool
Akida BrainChip Digital (28nm) Edge/Cloud - - ✓ ✓ metaTF

GrAI VIP
GrAI Matter
Labs

Digital (28nm) Edge 200K - ✓ ✓ GrAIFlow

Loihi 1 Intel Labs Digital (14nm) Edge/Cloud 128K 128M ✓ ✓ Lava/NxSDK
Loihi 2 Intel Labs Digital (Intel 4) Edge/Cloud 1M 120M ✓ × Lava

Tianjic
Tsinghua
University

Digital (28nm) Edge/Cloud 40K 10M × × TJSim

BrainScaleS-1 U Heidelberg Mixed (180nm) Cloud 197K 43M ✓ × PyNN
BrainScaleS-2 U Heidelberg Mixed (65nm) Edge/Cloud 2K 131K ✓ × PyNN, hxTorch

NorthPole IBM Digital (12nm) Cloud 1M 256M × ×
NorthPole software
toolchain

TrueNorth IBM Digital (28nm) Edge/Cloud 1M 256M × × CoreLet (Matlab)
SpiNNaker U Manchester Digital (130nm) Edge/Cloud 16K 16M ✓ ✓ PyNN

SpiNNaker2
TU Dresden,
U Manchester

Digital (22nm) Edge/Cloud 152K 152M ✓ ✓ Py-spinnaker2

Fig. 1. Different scales of neuromorphic systems

processor-based). Most often, those are multi-core architec-
tures where each core combines synapse and neuron pro-
cessing with a colocation of memory and computation in
contrast to von Neumann architectures. We focus on neuro-
morphic ASICs and multi-chip systems from both industry and
academia with high accessibility and mature software support.
We think that these criteria are prerequisites for a near-term
integration of such systems into data centers. Neuromorphic
architectures such as SENECA [15] or FPGA-based systems
like DeepSouth [16] are currently not covered but should be
evaluated in the future.

We neither include neuromorphic compute-in-memory
(CIM) architectures that perform vector-matrix multiplication
in SRAM, analog crossbars, memristive or other nonvolatile

memories such as [17], [18] nor neuromorphic photonics
[19]. While those technologies promise very energy-efficient
computing of AI models, they may face other challenges
than spiking neuromorphic processors and are thus not part
of this review. We also do not consider specialized digital
DNN accelerator systems that aim to compete with the GPUs
and TPUs. Such DNN accelerator systems are typically much
closer integrated into powerful multiprocessor CPUs. But of
course, neuromorphic chips should always be compared to the
state-of-the-art, which includes digital DNN accelerators.

We also note that our list of hardware platforms is non-
exhaustive. We refer to [20], [21], and [22] for overviews of
large-scale neuromorphic systems and projects, and to [23] for
a recent overview of trends in SNN processors. [24] compares
digital SNN and DNN accelerators regarding efficiency and
accuracy for DNN workloads.

B. Neuromorphic Systems

We introduce mature neuromorphic systems sorted by the
underlying companies or research groups. A comparison table
is available at table I.

1) Innatera: The Innatera chip is an analog mixed-signal
spiking neural processor for low-power edge applications. The
chip comprises a low-power CPU, encoders, LIF neurons, and
programmable synapses. There are around 1000 analog spiking
neurons in each chip, connected through a multi-level crossbar
structure [12]. Due to the limited number of neurons and
constrained CPU power, the chip is particularly suitable for
processing one-dimensional signals, such as those emerging
in audio and healthcare applications.

2) SynSense: There are several commercial neuromorphic
chips released by SynSense, such as Dynap-CNN, Speck [25],
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Xylo [26], and DYNAP-SE2 [27]. The Speck and Dynap-
CNN are digital chips designed for real-time vision processing
applications such as gesture control, fall detection, and object
tracking. The Speck chip is a system-on-chip combining
a dynamic vision sensor and SNN cores containing 320K
spiking neurons. It can run large-scale spiking convolutional
neural networks (sCNNs) while consuming less than 1 mW
of power [25]. Dynap-CNN is the processor-only variant of
Speck supporting more complex sCNN models with 1 million
neurons. DYNAP-SE2 [27], an analog mixed-signal chip with
a built-in biosignal amplifier, is designed for wearable health
devices and robotic applications and is more research-oriented.

3) BrainChip: Akida is an event-based processor developed
by BrainChip [28]. Akida supports a wide variety of neural
networks and can execute complex networks. It also supports
the AXI bus for connection to CPUs, allowing custom net-
works not supported by Akida to be executed on the CPU.
It comprises a data processing unit to preprocess input data,
converting it into events, and uses an LPDDR4 interface for
storing programs and parameters. Additionally, the PCIe inter-
face can be used to connect to other Akida chips. Akida aims
to support a broad range of applications, including robotics and
automation in industry, real-time sensing in automotive, vital-
signs prediction in on-device health monitoring, and intelligent
automation in homes.

4) GrAI Matter Labs: The GrAI VIP chip consists of a
CPU and a GrAICore with 196 NeuronFlow cores connected
through an event-based network-on-chip (NoC), which is
equipped with high-speed interfaces for cameras, microphones,
speakers, and the host system. It is also optimized for both re-
current and feedforward models by supporting 16-bit floating-
point data format and is appropriate for edge AI applications,
such as audio and video processing [29].

5) Intel Loihi 1 & 2: Intel Loihi 1 is a programmable
digital many-core neuromorphic system that approximates the
behavior of biological neurons [30]. Loihi 2, the 2nd genera-
tion chip, comprises 128 neuron cores, each containing 8,192
neurons and 192 kB of memory that can be flexibly allocated
between neurons and synapses. Therefore, each chip includes 1
million fully programmable neurons and 120 million synaptic
connections. The neuron cores are interconnected by a NoC
and support spike-based communications. The chip includes
an inter-chip communication interface to facilitate the creation
of large 3D chip clusters. [31]. Due to the promising scale-up
ability, Loihi chips exhibit a big potential for integration into
data centers.

6) Tianjic: The Tianjic chip is based on a 156-core ar-
chitecture with localized memory and streamlined dataflow,
which can be used to simulate 40,000 neurons and 10 million
synapses [32]. The chip, supports both artificial neurons and
spiking neurons, enabling emulation of various neural net-
works such as MLP, CNN, and RNN [33]. In contrast to other
hybrid chips, such as SpiNNaker2, which have the flexibility
to build state machines using non-neural code, the Tianjic
chip uses a neural state machine to assemble its applications,
trading off flexibility by high integration.

7) BrainScaleS-1 & 2: BrainScaleS-1 and BrainScaleS-2
(BSS) are analog mixed-signal neuromorphic chips developed
by the University of Heidelberg. BSS-1 is not a programmable
chip, while BSS-2 contains programmable synaptic connec-
tions. BSS-2 contains four analog neuron cores and digital
synaptic arrays connected with a spike router. Each analog
core includes 512 spiking neurons and 32,768 synapses. A
BSS-2 system comprises multiple single-chip setups, which
are interconnected to a computing cluster via Ethernet and
suitable for robotic applications [34]–[37].

8) IBM TrueNorth and NorthPole: As the pioneer of the
brain-inspired AI chips, TrueNorth [38] incorporates pro-
grammable digital neurons, whereas NorthPole [39] com-
prises computation units to simulate biological neurons.
NorthPole contains 256 cores interconnected by two dense
NoCs. Inspired by the brain’s structure, one is designed for
short-distance communication between nearby cores, and the
other facilitates long-distance neuron activation communica-
tion across all cores. It contains 1 million programmable
neurons and 256 million programmable synaptic connections.
In total, 224 MB of on-chip memory is distributed across the
256 cores. The vector-matrix multiplier (VMM) can execute
computations in 8-bit, 4-bit, and 2-bit fixed-point data formats.
It is suitable for image classification, detection, segmentation,
natural language processing, and speech recognition [38], [39].

9) SpiNNaker 1 & 2: SpiNNaker1 is a custom ARM-
based 18-core chip developed in 130nm process technology by
the University of Manchester, featuring a massively parallel
architecture designed for large-scale real-time brain simula-
tions with spiking neural networks. It currently holds the
record for the world’s largest neuromorphic supercomputer,
including a total of 1’036.800 million cores, arranged in 1,200
48-node boards highly interconnected in a toroidal mesh.
Such a supercomputer has the potential to emulate roughly 1
billion neurons and 1000 billion synapses, which might vary
depending on the neuron models used [40], [41].

The successor SpiNNaker2 chip was developed in 22nm
FDSOI by TU Dresden and the University of Manchester
within the Human Brain Project. SpiNNaker2 features 152
ARM-based processing elements (PEs) for flexible software-
based execution of neural networks. SpiNNaker2 deploys the
same event packet routing as SpiNNaker1 and is designed to
be scaled up to 10 million cores [14]. In addition to scalable
brain simulations, SpiNNaker2 also targets efficient real-time
AI processing with event-based DNN and generic computation
[42]. SpiNNaker2 has custom accelerators to speed up the
processing of DNN layers and for compute-heavy operations
in neuromorphic computing [43].

C. Summary of neuromorphic systems

Multifarious neuromorphic systems cover a wide range of
AI applications, from ultra-low power tinyML tasks on the
edge to large-scale brain simulations on the cloud. In this
paper, we focus on the neuromorphic systems that can be
loaded into data centers for cloud computing. Those cloud
neuromorphic systems are dominated by digital technology
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and tend to use a more advanced process node for higher
power efficiency. Only Innatera, SynSense Dynap-SE2, and
BrainScaleS adopt mixed-signal solutions that are restrained
in large-scale distributed AI applications due to varied analog
process errors. Tuning AI models is regarded as one of the
significant tasks in data centers. However, some cloud neuro-
morphic platforms such as Tianjic, Truenorth, and NorthPole
don’t provide the training functionality and focus on inference
only. Moreover, the current state of software frameworks for
neuromorphic computing exhibits fragmentation, with each
player developing its own software stack to be maximally
adapted to its hardware.

III. COMPARING NEUROMORPHIC TO CONVENTIONAL
SOLUTIONS FOR AI PROCESSING
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PilotNet on Loihi2
EGRU on SpiNNaker2

Fig. 2. Comparison of energy and solution time ratios from table II

A. Comparison of energy and speed

Targeting the integration of neuromorphic hardware into
data centers for efficient AI processing, we next want to eval-
uate for which applications there are neuromorphic solutions
and by how much these solutions are better in terms of energy
and latency compared to conventional solutions. To do so,
we have reviewed articles where the hardware systems from
section V-A are benchmarked against conventional solutions
(CPUs, GPUs, or accelerators like TPUs) in terms of energy,
latency, and accuracy on the AI task. We neglect results
on rather simple tasks like handwritten digit recognition or
keyword spotting and instead look at more complex tasks as
our focus is on AI deployment in data centers.

Six exemplary results on four hardware platforms are shown
in table II and fig. 2: For each example, we report how much
more energy-efficient the neuromorphic solution is (energy
ratio) and how much faster it is to the compared solution
(time ratio). In all cases, the correctness of the solution is
comparable on both neuromorphic and conventional hardware.
Regarding energy per inference, Loihi 1 defeats GPUs for rela-
tional reasoning with spiking LSTM [47], image segmentation

[46], and multi-sensor spatio-temporal gesture classification
[45] by factor of 3 to 100. Loihi 2 achieves more than
100× better energy on the automotive PilotNet benchmark
with sigma-delta networks [48]. Tianjic requires on average
39× less energy than a GPU for image classification using
non-spiking CNNs [44]. SpiNNaker2 achieves an 18× energy
improvement for language modeling with event-based GRU
[49] versus a data center GPU.

Concerning speed, there is no clear winner between neu-
romorphic systems and GPUs. Depending on the task and
system, the neuromorphic solution can be up to 100× faster
or 100× slower than on GPUs. Note that all time results in
table II and fig. 2 are given for a batch size of 1. For larger
batch sizes, GPUs achieve a lower average time per inference
at improved energy efficiency compared to batch size 1, while
on neuromorphic systems, the average time and energy per
inference remain constant [46]–[49]. Hence, at larger batch
sizes, the advantage of neuromorphic systems decreases.

B. Interim conclusions

From the above results, we draw some interim conclusions:
• Tasks and models: Neuromorphic solutions are available

for image processing with CNN, natural language pro-
cessing with recurrent neural networks (spiking LSTM
or event-based GRU), and spatiotemporal pattern recog-
nition.

• Energy: Neuromorphic hardware is between 3 to 100
times more energy efficient per inference at batch size 1.

• Speed: For some tasks, neuromorphic hardware shows
faster inference compared to conventional systems. This
advantage diminishes for larger batch sizes.

C. Limitations of analysis

In our analysis, we consider the energy ratio and solution
time ratio compared to benchmarked GPU in the correspond-
ing publications. It is clear that new conventional AI hardware
platforms are available today that likely show a lower energy
and lower inference time. Accordingly, an alternate approach
would be to compare neuromorphic solutions to current state-
of-the-art benchmark results. However, it would be unfair
to benchmark a 5-year-old neuromorphic chip to a brand-
new edge GPU using the latest software technology. Hence,
we here defend our approach as both neuromorphic and
conventional solutions represented the state-of-the-art at the
time of publication.

We further note that the list of presented neuromorphic
solutions is very limited and non-exhaustive. Due to a lack of
public benchmarking results fulfilling our criteria, we cannot
highlight any results from IBM TrueNorth or commercial neu-
romorphic system providers (Innatera, SynSense, BrainChip,
and GrAI Matter Labs).

For a better and more transparent comparison between
neuromorphic and conventional AI platforms, we recommend
submitting results for standard machine learning benchmarks
to MLPerf [50] and to the newly established neuromorphic
benchmark NeuroBench [51].
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF NEUROMORPHIC SOLUTIONS ON DIVERSE APPLICATIONS. THE energy ratio IS THE ENERGY OF THE CONVENTIONAL DIVIDED BY THE
ENERGY OF THE NEUROMORPHIC SOLUTION. ANALOGOUSLY, THE time ratio DESCRIBES HOW MUCH FASTER THE NEUROMORPHIC SOLUTION IS. MSE:
MEAN SQUARED ERROR. PPL: PERPLEXITY. ↑: HIGHER VALUE IS BETTER. ↓: LOWER VALUE IS BETTER. TIANJIC RESULTS FOR VGG16 ON IMAGENET.

Reference Hardware Application Task performance
neurom. | convent.

Energy
ratio

Time
ratio Ref. hardware

Deng 2020 [44] Tianjic Image Classification (CNN) 70.83%| n.a. (Top-1 Acc. ↑) 39 76 NVIDIA V100

Ceolini 2020 [45] Loihi EMG+DVS gesture recognition
(CNN) 96.0% | 95.4% (Top-1 Acc. ↑) 29.1 0.89 Jetson Nano

Patel 2021 [46] Loihi Image segmentation (U-Net) 92.13% | 94.98% (Pixel Acc. ↑) 3.00 0.011 GeForce RTX 2080

Rao 2022 [47] Loihi Time-series classification
(RelNET) 16/17 | 16/17 (tasks solved ↑) 4.36 0.73 GeForce RTX 2070

Shrestha 2023 [48] Loihi 2 Video processing (PilotNet) 0.035 | 0.025 (MSE ↓) 150 2.8 Jetson Orin Nano
Nazeer 2023 [49] SpiNNaker2 Language modelling (EGRU) 97.3 | 97.3 (Test PPL ↓) 18.3 0.117 NVIDIA A100

IV. APPLICATIONS, MODELS, AND ALGORITHMS

This section explores relevant AI workloads in diverse
industrial applications, followed by an examination of the cur-
rent state of spiking neural networks and their applications in
machine learning. Finally, we outline future research directions
in this evolving field.

A. AI Workloads in Industries and Research

1) Production Industry Applications: The industry will be
under enormous pressure to transform itself to a carbon-
neutral future in the coming years. A good example of this
is the steel industry, which wants to significantly reduce its
CO2 emissions as compared to 1990 [52]. To meet these
challenges, technologies, and tools must be created at TRL8
(Technical Readiness Level) [53]. Of course, it is important
to ensure that methods based on new technologies are also
energy-efficient to avoid rebound effects.

From an industrial point of view, typical applications for
AI models are computer vision-related tasks. For tasks like
defect detection, tracking, ID recognition, or anomaly de-
tection, camera-based solutions are fairly common. These
types of tasks tend to be operated 24/7 with high throughput
(production lines are often operated at speeds > 1m/s) and
high workload, as defects can be fairly small and fairly local,
making rigorous requirements on the high-resolution input
images or video streams. So these real-time inputs are often
evaluated 24/7 on several GPUs by multiple AI models at
various production stations, making the energy consumption
of the productive system non-negligible.

2) Digital Industry Applications: AI has shown super-
linear growth trends in its share of computing usage in data
centers [54]. The most common applications for AI in the
digital industry include recommendation models, language
models, vision models, etc., and it will most likely become
even more prevalent in the future. Moreover, in recent years,
generative models such as Large Language Models (LLM)
and Large Multimodal Models (LMM) have gained explosive
growth [55]. In these applications, a significant portion of
computing resources is dedicated to inference, given their

role as generative services for end-users. As a result, energy
consumption becomes a crucial consideration for the models.

3) AI workloads in Research: Looking at deep learning
research, we see that the following AI model types are still
relevant: convolutional neural networks, transformers, graph
neural networks, generative adversarial networks, variational
autoencoders, normalizing flows, diffusion models and deep
reinforcement learning [56], [57]. From the models above,
neuromorphic computing has mainly looked into convolutional
networks (see section III) and into reinforcement learning [58].
Recurrent neural networks, for which SNN and neuromorphic
computing have shown very efficient solutions [31], have
moved out of focus a bit.

4) Need for AI workload statistics: From the academic
literature and from general media it is possible to extract which
AI applications and which AI models are trending. Also, it
is now common to report the cost for training AI models
in the machine learning literature as the GPU hours used
[59], or even to provide the estimated CO2e emissions [60].
Unfortunately, we miss the public information about which
AI models are run, how often in commercial data centers, and
what is their share of the total compute resources. The big
tech companies only share rough information, e.g., about the
relative increase of AI tasks or the share of inference, training,
and network architecture search [1]. Detailed AI workload
statistics would help determine which AI tasks and models
to focus on for developing energy-efficient neuromorphic
solutions. Finally, this could help to apply the greatest leverage
for reducing the operational cost in AI data centers.

B. Spiking Neural Networks in Machine Learning: Current
Landscape

Spiking neural networks (SNN) [61] are well-suited for
efficient event-based implementations and have been scaled
to very large sizes [62]. However, for many years, they
have been avoided in machine learning because of their non-
differentiable dynamics, which at first glance made them ill-
suited for gradient-based learning. However, several methods
have been proposed to tackle this problem, enabling gradient-
based end-to-end learning for SNNs [63]–[65]. This develop-
ment has led to several successful implementations of SNN
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learning on neuromorphic hardware. Algorithms like Spiking-
based Backpropagation [66] [67] and other hybrid methods
have been shown to achieve comparable performance as their
ANNs counterparts at image classification tasks [68] [69].
Additionally, training techniques like Spiking Generative Net-
works in Lifelong Learning Environment [70] demonstrated
their effectiveness in image classification and generation.

The most powerful SNN models that reach close to the
state-of-the-art performance of conventional machine learning
models have so far only been demonstrated in software.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in porting large
transformer-based models [71] to SNNs [72]–[76]. Several
recent studies have highlighted the high levels of sparsity in
transformers [77]–[83], and spiking neurons are an efficient
method to make use of this feature. Specifically, Spikformer
[72] is a variant of the transformer network architecture based
on spiking neural networks. They introduce a spiking variant
of self-attention to efficiently implement transformers with
SNNs and demonstrate compelling performance on a range
of benchmark tasks. Recently, a newer version of this model
has been published, which reaches up to the performance of
its non-spiking counterparts at a significantly reduced compute
budget [76]. In addition, other research groups have introduced
spiking variants of specific popular transformer architectures
for large language models, such as GPT [73] or BERT [74],
[75], demonstrating promising results.

C. Research Directions for SNNs in Machine Learning

As we approach the forefront of the current research, we
suggest that the future lies in incorporating SNN-based models
into mainstream applications, focusing on extending large-
scale applications beyond image classification, refining train-
ing techniques, and optimizing mapping strategies for diverse
hardware platforms. Efforts in standardization and compati-
bility with existing frameworks will enhance SNN adoption
across industries. Additionally, delving into novel applications,
particularly in real-time scenarios, and further integration with
transformer-based models could unlock new frontiers for SNN
research. Emphasizing energy efficiency, economic viability,
and scalability will be pivotal for solidifying SNNs as a key
player in the evolving landscape of machine learning and
neuromorphic computing.

V. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

In this section, we discuss the hardware and software
challenges for integrating neuromorphic hardware platforms
into AI data centers.

A. Hardware integration

1) Status quo: So far, the following neuromorphic sys-
tems have been integrated at large scale into data centers:
SpiNNaker 1 [20], TrueNorth (NS16-4e) [84], Loihi (Po-
hoiki Springs) [85], BrainScaleS-1 [86] and Tianjic [33].
All systems use slide-in modules with custom printed circuit
boards (PCBs) for integration into standard 19” server racks.
Typically, the neuromorphic chips are accessed via Ethernet,

only the TrueNorth NS16e-4 uses PCIe for communication
with the host chip. Baseboard Management Controller (BMC)
or similar controllers are used for booting and monitoring the
boards. All platforms also include field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) or system-on-chips (SoCs), most often as
middleware between host computers and neuromorphic sys-
tems. Some systems have already integrated a host CPU, e.g.,
Pohoiki Springs or the Tianjic server, while the other systems
require external host CPU servers for the configuration and
control of the neuromorphic systems and for preprocessing.

As an exception, BrainChip offers PCIe boards for integrat-
ing their Akida chips with CPU servers. This represents an-
other option for integrating neuromorphic computing systems
into data centers, similar to normal GPUs. Note, however, that
this might limit the size of neuromorphic models that can be
implemented compared to the larger systems discussed above.

2) Conclusion: The above examples show that a variety
of neuromorphic systems have been successfully integrated
into standard data center server racks. Thus, technically, the
hardware integration does not pose a problem. Yet, we observe
a diversity in how large neuromorphic systems are assembled
into server boards, e.g., many of them leverage FPGAs or SoCs
as middleware. These extra devices and the host CPU add
a power overhead to the very energy-efficient neuromorphic
systems. Optimizing for system-level efficiency of AI compute
servers, these components need to be included when perform-
ing benchmarking on AI workloads. Another requirement for
the industry-level deployment of neuromorphic chips is high
reliability and robustness. The chips and boards need to be
designed for a 24/7 operation, e.g., the server board should
keep working if a single chip or processor fails. Replacement
parts should be available for a long period.

B. Software and operation

1) Operation principles: The way how neuromorphic sys-
tems are operated significantly differs from other AI accel-
erators or GPUs. There is no operating system or runtime
that schedules compute tasks sequentially on neuromorphic
cores. Instead, the synaptic weights and neuron parameters
are configured first on all cores and chips of the neuromorphic
systems. Then, input data, such as spikes or scalar events, are
streamed into the NC system and processed by the neurons
and synapses. Most of the systems operate in real-time, which
means the individual chips run asynchronously, and spike
events are processed as they arrive. In mixed-signal systems,
the decay time constants of the silicon neurons define the speed
of operation, which may be equal to the speed of biological
neurons like in DYNAP-SE2 [27], or accelerated by a factor
of 1000 to 10000 in the BrainScaleS systems [37]. Digital
systems such as TrueNorth, SpiNNaker, or Loihi typically
split the neuron updates into timesteps. How long it takes to
process one timestep then defines how fast a spiking network
can be executed. Loihi offers a barrier synchronization to
continue with the next time step once all cores in all jobs
are done with the current step. In contrast, in SpiNNaker,
neuron updates are triggered in regular intervals (e.g., 1 ms),
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effectively yielding a real-time system. Typically, for AI infer-
ence neuromorphic systems process with batch size 1. Multiple
inputs are processed sequentially or need to be distributed
spatially onto different system cores. Note, however, that some
SNN architectures allow for pipelining input data when each
layer requires the same fixed number of timesteps [87], [88].

The real-time operation of neuromorphic systems poses a
challenge for integration into cloud-based digital computing
systems. Nilsson et al. [9] frame this challenge in detail and
suggest a conceptual framework based on micro-services to
solve it. For data centers, we consider several scenarios on
how AI compute load arrives at the host CPU managing the
neuromorphic system:

• Streaming application in edge cloud, e.g., for process-
ing data from a video camera at 30 FPS in real-time.
In this case, a neuromorphic system is pre-configured
with a neural network model. Each image needs to be
converted to data suitable for the hardware (e.g., spikes)
and then provided into a neuromorphic system. Results
are recorded and processed further on the host CPU.
Depending on the SNN model, the states need to be reset
after each input image. Another option might be to use a
network model for video streaming that does not require
an external state reset.

• Irregular requests from the web. The frequency of AI
compute requests arriving in the data center may vary
across the time of the day, the week, or even seasons. This
creates very irregular workload statistics. Data centers
with neuromorphic hardware will need to handle such
scenarios. Again, for a specific task, the neural network
weights can be pre-loaded. Then, inference is triggered
by arriving requests. For neural network architectures
supporting pipelining, multiple requests can be buffered
and forwarded sequentially into the NC hardware to
achieve the highest possible throughput. Maximum re-
sponse latencies need to be adhered to. If the incoming
request rate becomes too high, the processing of the
AI tasks needs to be redirected to other neuromorphic
systems or conventional compute units. In longer idle
intervals, the neuromorphic chips may even be switched
off or sent into sleep or retention mode.

• Regular, low-priority AI tasks that can be scheduled to
free neuromorphic resources. For such tasks, the execu-
tion typically also includes the generation and loading of
the hardware configuration. There is no specific challenge
except for achieving a high utilization of the neuromor-
phic chip resources.

We note that for most of the tasks, a pre-processing of data
(e.g., encoding into spikes) and the post-processing of data
(e.g., decoding of spike rates into class probabilities) are
required

Regarding the dynamic scheduling of AI compute jobs
onto neuromorphic hardware, data center standards need to
be adopted. Current cloud-scale neuromorphic systems either
use SLURM [89] or custom schedulers [90], while commercial

data centers use container orchestration platforms like Kuber-
netes or alternatives.

2) High-level software: To enable neuromorphic comput-
ing for efficient AI processing, advanced software tools are
needed for the training and deployment of SNN or other
brain-inspired models [91]. While there exists a multitude of
software frameworks for training SNN in PyTorch [92]–[94]
or Jax [95], deep SNN needs to be further optimized for each
hardware platform considering details of the neuron model or
quantization of weights. Because of this, each neuromorphic
system provides its own software framework, as is shown in
the last column of Table I. While there are some approaches
for unifying the programming model of NC [96]–[98], none
of them have evolved to a standard yet.

However, the standardization of tools and ease of use are
key factors for a new technology to obtain acceptance in the
industry. Thus, to proliferate SNNs further in an industrial
setting, standard APIs for developing and training SNNs are
required, e.g. comparable to Keras [99], TensorFlow [100] or
PyTorch [101], ideally even a frontend such as Keras with
the backend, whether it be SNN-based or a conventional
TensorFlow or PyTorch, freely interchangeable. This would
make development on standard hardware possible and an
easy transition to specialized SNNs for a productive system,
regardless of whether the SNNs are located on-premise or in an
external data center, aka in the cloud. This kind of portability
could also help avoid the fear of vendor lock-in when tran-
sitioning to a comparably new technology stack, as well as
questions regarding long-term support when switching from
established suppliers to a new, comparably small hardware
supplier.

In addition to that, it is essential to provide a large number
of examples and a so-called model zoo of validated AI models
for each hardware platform. So far, only BrainChip provides
a model zoo for their Akida systems [102]. This allows us to
retrain or fine-tune existing model architectures to customers’
needs, which not only offers a shorter time-to-solution but also
reduces the environmental footprint, as training from scratch
can be avoided.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we reviewed neuromorphic hardware plat-
forms and algorithms for their suitability in reducing energy
consumption in AI data centers. We also discussed the current
challenges that neuromorphic computing faces in becoming
a mainstream technology used by the industry. In particular,
we analyzed that the current AI model types supported by
neuromorphic computing only partially match the AI models
commonly run in AI data centers. We conclude that the
neuromorphic computing community should focus on state-
of-the-art ML technologies, such as transformers, and needs
to establish standardized software frameworks that ensure
interoperability among hardware vendors.

Data center sustainability is not only about saving energy
during operations but also about saving water and materials
while keeping social and governance issues in mind. These
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latter issues are becoming increasingly important as AI models
use vast amounts of personal data. When considering the
carbon footprint, one will eventually face the question of
whether or not to integrate specialized hardware: the embodied
footprint of an additional device may be greater than the op-
erational footprint savings due to specialized solutions [103].
Neuromorphic engineers should therefore focus on the high
utilization of their platforms.
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